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Bright Truth [wrote]: 

 
“There is a question in my mind. Father Satan and the God/esses are so 
strong and intelligent. How could Reptiles stand against them? Was it 
because they are so many in number? I don't understand. This war should 
have already been won in both astral and galaxy. I know, what we now 
should focus on is their pawns aka "shekel masters" but I'm just curious. 
Hail Satan! To a future with no Reptilians and their sons!” 

 
 

There are many worlds and different layers of the "universe" or "reality". These 
creatures inhabit lower levels, but yet way higher than these that we humans live 
in. 

 
They have a lot of dominion over the lower levels, but not the higher ones. We 
humans due to spiritual fall, are residents of the lower levels where they can 
copiously affect us. 

 
The descent of beings on lower levels also inherently limits them and makes  
them subject to other limitations. If the Gods went "down there", they wouldn't be 
"up there" and they would be forced to descent. 

 
This has happened before when the Gods were on earth, with considerable risks 
involved. This can incur attack, failure, or even death, due to laws of  the  
universe. 

 
Likewise, the enemy in understanding of what could happen to them, they don't 
interfere directly with the levels that the Gods exist. They rather avoid everything. 
Many battles are on proxy levels, not direct. 

 
The Gods have no particular issue of getting harmed by these creatures nor they 
can negatively impact them. They are too evolved past this level. Only humans 
are affected [and possibly other progressing lifeforms] are affected. That's 
because we aren't yet as a whole advanced way past this. For example, it's not 
like Thoth can be deceived or affected by these creatures. The Gods are well 
beyond what can "affect" them from any of this. 
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For the Gods, the enemy hardly "exists". They cannot be affected at all by that 
stuff, but they can cause damage to beings the Gods help, or even the higher 
beings that are trying to advance, or other beings in general. Therefore, they  
need to be stopped. 

 
For humans, the road is very long, but we aren't unsupported. Eventually, we will 
overcome the enemy too. 

 
The enemy likewise doesn't "descend" into the levels of coming here physically 
directly, because they if they did this permanently, the incurring limitations might 
destroy them. 
This is no different than how one can inspect a black hole when astrally  
projecting, but if you go there physically, you will probably be crushed in the 
gravitational pulling force. 

 
You can be the strongest and smartest person on earth, but if you go down the 
jungle with multitudes of thieving tribes, chances are you might be robbed or  
killed regardless by the beings there. Even if you go with an army of security, the 
swarm of these levels might still overtake you. Numbers are also related to this, 
and the enemy is known to be "in the multitudes" too. 

 
Therefore, you send well prepared forces in these jungles that are accustomed to 
this level or rather native inhabitants, and they wipe out easily what is not of your 
nature to do, with your guidance, support, knowledge and wisdom. Then they 
clarify everything and the king can again descend, after this level is sufficiently 
repaired. 

 
I realize what is said here might be a bit confusing or cryptic but as people 
advance, they will readily understand all of this. The enemy knows the very same 
likewise. This is the reason they put humanity on spiritual quarantine, because if 
humanity properly "ascends", they lose their influence over them. 

 
But so long it stays lower and sinks low, they have control over it. Their hopes   
are to wipe it out, so that we no longer pose a problem to them, on top of 
everything else. 

 
It's of vital importance to the enemy that we remain ignorant and spiritually 
oblivious. Or they will lose the potential of taking over "our world". 
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